2012 USC Commencement

To locate procession assembly (line up) points, we corresponding letters on the map below. For satellite ceremonies, the academic unit/school number corresponds to the numbered locations on the map to the right. All satellite ceremonies are on Friday, May 11, 2012, unless otherwise indicated under the location and time.

### Academic Unit/School
- **Accounting, Ivey School of Business:**
  - **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
  - **Reception Location & Time:**

### Seating & Assembly Points
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
- **Reception Location & Time:**

### Satellites
- **School of Law, Gould School of:**
  - **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
  - **Reception Location & Time:**

### Seating and Procession Assembly Points
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
  - **Reception Location & Time:**

### Photography
- Individual degree candidates are presented at the school satellite ceremonies and not at the main ceremony.

### Marsden, Koff School of Medicine, M.D., M.D.
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
- **Reception Location & Time:**

### Recessional:
- **Individual school assemblies:**
  - **Commencement Exercises:**
    - **Candidates for degrees are to assemble no later than 8:00 a.m.** Refer to the list of schools on the left for seating and assembly points. While signs will indicate these assembly areas around Alumni Memorial Park. Promptly at 8:30 a.m., the commencement marshals will lead the columns of degree candidates to reserved seating areas in Alumni Memorial Park. During the procession, march briskly and follow the instructions of the commencement marshals.
    - **Commencement Exercises:**
      - **Candidates for degrees are to assemble no later than 8:00 a.m.** Refer to the list of schools on the left for seating and assembly points. While signs will indicate these assembly areas around Alumni Memorial Park. Promptly at 8:30 a.m., the commencement marshals will lead the columns of degree candidates to reserved seating areas in Alumni Memorial Park. During the procession, march briskly and follow the instructions of the commencement marshals.

### Seating Key
- **Students**
- **General**
- **Disabled**
- **Video Screens**

### PARKING AND SEATING
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
- **Reception Location & Time:**

### Seating and Procession Assembly Points
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
- **Reception Location & Time:**

### Photography
- Individual degree candidates are presented at the school satellite ceremonies and not at the main ceremony.

### Marsden, Koff School of Medicine, M.D., M.D.
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
- **Reception Location & Time:**

### Recessional:
- **Individual school assemblies:**
  - **Commencement Exercises:**
    - **Candidates for degrees are to assemble no later than 8:00 a.m.** Refer to the list of schools on the left for seating and assembly points. While signs will indicate these assembly areas around Alumni Memorial Park. Promptly at 8:30 a.m., the commencement marshals will lead the columns of degree candidates to reserved seating areas in Alumni Memorial Park. During the procession, march briskly and follow the instructions of the commencement marshals.
    - **Commencement Exercises:**
      - **Candidates for degrees are to assemble no later than 8:00 a.m.** Refer to the list of schools on the left for seating and assembly points. While signs will indicate these assembly areas around Alumni Memorial Park. Promptly at 8:30 a.m., the commencement marshals will lead the columns of degree candidates to reserved seating areas in Alumni Memorial Park. During the procession, march briskly and follow the instructions of the commencement marshals.

### Seating Key
- **Students**
- **General**
- **Disabled**
- **Video Screens**

### SEATING KEY

### PARKING AND SEATING
- **Satellite Ceremony Location & Time:**
- **Reception Location & Time:**